Multiple-hit inhibition of infection by defective interfering particles
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Defective interfering particles (DIPs) are virus-like particles that arise during virus growth, fail to grow in the absence of virus, and replicate at the expense of virus during co-infections. The inhibitory effects of DIPs on virus growth are well established, but little is known about how DIPs influence their own growth. Here vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and its DIPs were used to co-infect BHK cells, and the effect of DIP dose on virus and DIP production was measured using a yield-reduction assay. The resulting dose–response data were used to fit and evaluate mathematical models that employed different assumptions. Our analysis supports a multiple-hit process where DIPs inhibit or promote virus and DIP production, depending on dose. Specifically, three regimes of co-infection were apparent: (i) low DIP – where both virus and DIPs are amplified, (ii) medium DIP – where amplification of both virus and DIPs is inhibited, and (iii) high DIP – with limited recovery of virus production and further inhibition of DIP growth. In addition, serial-passage infections enabled us to estimate the frequency of de novo DIP generation during virus amplification. Our combined experiments and models provide a means to understand better how DIPs quantitatively impact the growth of viruses and the spread of their infections.

INTRODUCTION

Defective interfering particles (DIPs) arise spontaneously during virus growth, but are unable to cause productive infections owing to large deletions in their genomes. However, when DIPs and normal virus co-infect the same cell, DI genomes compete with the normal viral genomes for replication and encapsidation resources, amplifying DIPs at the expense of virus particles. DIPs have been studied for more than 60 years (Henle & Henle, 1943; von Magnus, 1954), and they have been found for virtually every class of DNA and RNA virus (Huang & Baltimore, 1970; Lazzarini et al., 1981; Roux et al., 1991). The effects of DIPs on infections of normal virus have also been extensively investigated in animal and plant models (Holland, 1987; Simon et al., 2004), but what role DIPs play in the behaviour of natural infections is unknown. Physical measures and biological assays have been developed to detect and characterize DIPs (Holland, 1987), and PCR-based methods have revealed defective viral genomes in natural infections (Aaskov et al., 2006; Roux et al., 1991). However, DIPs remain challenging to study because they arise spontaneously from natural virus infections, they require co-infection with helper virus to reproduce, but their co-infection also inhibits the production of helper virus (Huang & Baltimore, 1970). Further, viruses can evolve resistance to interference by DIPs, but DIP populations can also adapt to circumvent such resistance (DePolo et al., 1987). In a technological context, the productivity of recombinant proteins from viral expression vectors can be adversely affected by DIPs (Wickham et al., 1991; Kool et al., 1991). Finally, DIPs can activate host immune responses that inhibit virus growth (Sekellick & Marcus, 1982).

To begin to understand how multiple factors may influence the behaviour of virus–DIP populations, mathematical models have been developed. For example, Bangham & Kirkwood (1990) showed that large fluctuations in virus and DIP populations could arise from relatively simple processes of growth, transmission, and death or decay among viruses, DIPs and host cells. This model has served as a foundation for models that have explored virus and DIP co-evolution (Kirkwood & Bangham, 1994; Szathmary, 1992, 1993), spatial spreading co-infections (Frank, 2000), and applications of DIPs to control infections (Nelson & Perelson, 1995). Such models can be useful for testing how different mechanisms affect the system’s behaviour. The behaviour of such models, however, may depend critically on parameters such as average virus yields from infected cells, yields of DIPs from cells co-infected with virus and DIPs, and rates of virus or DIP production. In the absence of experimentally determined parameters, ‘representative’ values from different virus–cell systems may be combined to explore more qualitative behaviours (Bangham & Kirkwood, 1990; Frank, 2000; Kirkwood & Bangham, 1994; Nelson & Perelson, 1995; Szathmary, 1992, 1993).
A common assumption in models of DIP–virus interaction is that co-infection of a cell with at least one DIP will prevent the cell from making any virus particles, and the co-infected cells will produce only DIPs (Bangham & Kirkwood, 1990; Frank, 2000; Kirkwood & Bangham, 1994; Nelson & Perelson, 1995; Szathmary, 1992, 1993). By assuming such a single-hit mechanism of DIP interference one may estimate the DIP concentration in a sample by employing a yield-reduction assay (Bellett & Cooper, 1959), and this has become an accepted method to quantify DIPs (Holland, 1987). Other assays based on inhibition of cytopathology have supported single-hit mechanisms of interference (McLain et al., 1988). However, physical measures of DIP effects on virus and DIP production have, by contrast, supported a multi-hit model of DIP-mediated infection interference (Khan & Lazzarini, 1977).

To understand better the mechanisms of DIP-mediated interference, we studied the growth of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) and its DIP particles in BHK cells, which ranks among the best studied virus–DIP systems to date. Moreover, we extended the yield-reduction assay to quantify not only the effects of DIPs on virus growth, but also their effects on DIP growth.

METHODS

Cell and virus culture. Baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells, originally obtained from Isabel Novella (Medical College of Ohio, OH, USA), were cultured at 37 °C and 5 % CO₂ in Eagle’s minimum essential medium (MEM; CellGro) with 5 % GlutaMAX (Gibco) with 10 % characterized fetal bovine serum (FBS, HyClone), and medium was switched to medium with the FBS reduced to 2 % for all virus infections.

Virus was quantified by plaque assay (Lam et al., 2005). VSV-N1, a molecularly well-defined strain with the wild-type genome organization (Wertz et al., 1998), generously provided by Gail Wertz, University of Virginia, VA, USA, was plaque-to-plaque purified six times to minimize DIPs (Holland & Villarreal, 1975). To make virus stock, 0.2 ml purified virus at 10⁴ p.f.u. ml⁻¹ was added to 8×10⁶ cells in a T-75 flask (BD Falcon), incubated 24 h, filtered with a 0.22 µm filter (Nalgene), and stored at −80 °C. This stock had 10⁶ p.f.u. ml⁻¹, and the absence of DIP activity was confirmed by the yield-reduction assay.

Quantification of interference by yield reduction. DIP-mediated interference of infection in samples was quantified by adapting the yield-reduction assay of Bellett & Cooper (1959). Prior to all infections the cells were counted, enabling control of the m.o.i. and quantification of virus and DIP yields on a per-cell basis. The cell count was 3.9×10⁶ cells well⁻¹ for the first yield reduction assay and 2.5×10⁴ cells well⁻¹ for the second. Cells were then infected with a range of serial 1:10 or 1:2 dilutions of each sample, adsorbed 1 h, stock virus was added at a m.o.i. of 20, adsorbed 1 h, each well was rinsed twice with Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS, HyClone), replaced with MEM containing 2 % FBS, incubated 24 h, and stored at −80 °C until quantification by plaque assay.

Passaging. Before each infection, cells were counted, the media was switched from 10 % to 2 % FBS, and the inoculum was diluted to the desired m.o.i. Passage infections were performed using an average of 1.3×10⁷ cells per T-75 flask or an average of 1.6×10⁶ cells well⁻¹ in a six-well plate.

Preparation and characterization of high-interference sample. Stock virus was passaged three times (m.o.i.=1) in three parallel T-75 flasks, pooled, and the resulting 60 ml product was centrifuged 10 min at 113 g and 4 °C in a Beckman GS-15R centrifuge (54180 rotor). The supernatant was put in Oakridge-type tubes containing a 5 % sucrose cushion in TEM and centrifuged at 4 °C and 33 000 g for 1 h in a Beckman J2-21 centrifuge (JA-21 rotor). The resulting pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of minimal TEM solution. Sucrose steps were prepared by layering 70–20 % sucrose in TEM (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 2.5 mM MgCl₂); in 10 % sucrose increments, into ultracentrifuge tubes (Beckman). The resuspended pellet was layered on the last sucrose step, and samples were subjected to ultracentrifugation (Beckman, L8-M) at 4 °C and 120 000 g for 1 h (SW-41 rotor). Viruses were visible as faint bands at 1.14 and 1.17 g cm⁻³, based on their relative positions in the sucrose steps; wild-type VSV has a density of 1.16 (McCombs et al., 1966). The contents of the tube were then manually fractionated into 100 µl aliquots from the top of the tube, and the sample containing the highest DIP concentration was serially diluted and characterized by the plaque-reduction assay.

Model construction. As detailed in the Results section, difference equations linking inputs and outputs of infection were employed to estimate overall yields of virus and DIPs. Parameter values (p) were estimated by least-squares:

$$\min_p \sum [\log_{10} (\text{observed}) - \log_{10} (\text{predicted})]^2$$

with the summation spanning the available data points. The corresponding confidence intervals were constructed by parametric bootstrapping percentile method using multiple resamples from the fitted model, as detailed elsewhere (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). For the data from Khan & Lazzarini (1977), where the uncertainty in the data was not available, we employed the relative standard deviations estimated for our results.

RESULTS

Fig. 1(a) summarizes the two assays that were central to this work: the established yield-reduction assay (steps 1, 2, 3) to measure the effects of DIP level on virus production, and our extended yield-reduction assay (steps 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) to estimate the effects of DIP level on DIP production in cells co-infected with virus and DIPs. By combining our results from the established and extended yield-reduction assays we were able to estimate virus yields (Fig. 1b) and DIP yields (Fig. 1c) for samples containing the same DIP level.

DIPs interfere with production of virus

Three regimes of DIP-mediated co-infection were apparent in Fig. 1(b). The highest dilutions of DIPs were too dilute to impact virus production, so virus yields attained their maximum value. As dilutions decreased, the virus yield dropped 100-fold, indicating significant interference. At the lowest dilutions the virus yield exhibited as much as a threefold recovery, reflecting conditions where DIP–DIP interactions inhibited effects of DIP interference (Sekellick & Marcus, 1980).
DIPs interfere with production of DIPs

Further yield-reduction assays were performed on each of the DIP-rich sample dilutions, producing the dependence of DIP production on DIP inoculum levels in Fig. 1(c). For the highest dilutions, DIP yields gradually increased about twofold for decreases of 100-fold in the dilution of the DIP inoculum. This trend then changed abruptly when DIP yields dropped twofold as the inoculum dilution decreased from 1 : 1000 to 1 : 100. Finally, another twofold drop in DIP yields occurred as the DIP inoculum dilution decreased from 1 : 10 to 1 : 1.

Model 1: co-infected cells amplify DIPs

All models track three species: cells (C), virus particles (V), and defective interfering particles (D). We wrote difference
equations to relate initial ($i$) and end ($e$) states of each passage. We assumed all cells were initially infected with at least one virus particle owing to the high m.o.i. in our experiments. Model 1, shown in Fig. 2(a), has five species and three parameters:

$$V_e = b_V \cdot C_V$$  
$$D_e = d_B \cdot C_B$$  
$$C_V = e^{\left( -\frac{D_i}{D_e} \right)} \cdot C_i$$  
$$C_V + C_B = C_i$$

where $V_e$ is the end concentration of virus particles, $b_V$ is the number of virus particles produced by cells initially infected with virus alone ($C_V$), $D_e$ is the end concentration of DIPs, $d_B$ is the number of DIPs produced by cells co-infected by virus and DIPs ($C_B$), $C_i$ is the concentration of all cells, and $D_i$ is the concentration of added DIPs. Here, $b_V$ was estimated by fitting the model to virus yields at high sample dilution (Fig. 1b). We assumed that the number of DIPs entering a cell follows a Poisson process, so the concentration of DIP-free cells is given by equation 3. It is conceivable that newly generated DIPs could exit producer cells and enter another cell during a single passage, requiring a more dynamic modeling approach than employed here. However, high levels of input DIPs inhibit virus replication processes and delay the release of DI and virus particles (Von Laer et al., 1988). Therefore, newly generated DIPs are unlikely to be produced rapidly enough to impact a second round of infection during a passage. Further, in order to cause interference, DIPs need to be present early in the infection (Huang & Wagner, 1966), so DIPs produced during a first round of infection will be less likely to impact a second round of infection. Equation 4 reflects the assumption that all cells are initially infected with a virus, as

$$C_B = C_i - C_e = \left( 1 - e^{\left( -\frac{D_i}{D_e} \right)} \right) \cdot C_i$$

When fit to the data, model 1 captures inhibitory effects of added DIP on virus yields (Fig. 2a, middle panel), but fails to describe DIP yields (Fig. 2a, lower panel). Average yields of virus in the absence of DIPs reflect the highest values of virus production (Fig. 2a, middle panel), corresponding to $b_V$ (2500 p.f.u. cell$^{-1}$). The volume of sample needed to reduce the virus yield depends on the original concentration of DIPs in the sample, estimated to be $5.0 \times 10^9$ DIPs ml$^{-1}$. The only source of DIPs in this model are cells infected with both virus and DIP ($C_B$), so one expects that increasing amounts of added DIPs should produce higher levels of co-infected cells ($C_B$), and more total DIPs.

The corresponding monotonic rise in DIP production with increasing initial DIP levels was observed in both experiments and the model for small sample volumes, but the simple monotonic rise to a plateau failed to capture the more complex DIP data (Fig. 2a, bottom panel).

**Model 2: virus-infected cells generate DIPs**

We modified model 1 to allow for de novo generation of DIPs from cells infected only with virus (Fig. 2b):

$$V_e = b_V \cdot C_V$$  
$$D_e = d_B \cdot C_B + g \cdot C_V$$  
$$C_V = e^{\left( -\frac{D_i}{D_e} \right)} \cdot C_i$$  
$$C_V + C_B = C_i$$

where $g$ in equation (5) accounts for generation of DIPs by virus-infected cells ($C_V$). Model 2 accounts for the production of DIPs at lower volumes of added DIP, but now overpredicts DIP production at very low sample volumes (Fig. 2b, bottom panel). By this mechanism all cells infected only with virus produce DIPs at a fixed level (680 DIP cell$^{-1}$) that is higher than the estimated production of DIPs from co-infected cells (222 DIP cell$^{-1}$). Therefore, the predicted drop in DIP production with added DIPs reflects a transition in the cell population from high-DIP producers ($C_V$) to low-DIP producers ($C_B$). With respect to virus production, model 2 behaves as model 1 (Fig. 2a, middle panel).

**Model 3: higher DIP multiplicities cause more interference**

We relaxed the assumption in model 1 that a single DIP completely interferes with virus replication, and we allowed virus and DIP productivity of co-infected cells to depend on the level of infecting DIPs. Here, higher levels of input DIPs more readily inhibit production of virus and DIPs (Fig. 2c). To interpret our data using this mechanism, we needed to clarify a subtle but important feature of the yield-reduction assay. Specifically, the assay quantifies a degree of infection interference, not the specific activity of individual interfering particles. We emphasized this point by quantifying yield-reduction in terms of interference equivalents (IE), where one IE delivered to a single infected cell prevents that cell from producing virus particles. IEs were quantified here in the same manner as Bellett & Cooper (1959) for their ‘transmissible interfering components’, except that we now allowed IEs to be defined by multiple particles that collectively interfere with infection. We assumed that each particle contributes its own equivalent share of the interference, a quantity we defined as one interference unit (IU). It follows that multiple IUs may be needed to achieve the effect of one IE. As shown in Fig. 2(c), model 3 now allowed for two kinds of co-infected cells, ones with low IUs that exhibit minimal interference, and ones with sufficiently high IUs to create an IE and thereby shut down virus growth. Model 3 accounts for the production of viruses and IEs as follows:
Model 3 incorporates five additional parameters. Equation 6 is similar to equation 1 because they both account for virus released from CV and CB. Here \( b \) is equivalent to \( b_V \) in models 1 and 2, representing the normal virus yield. This value falls as a function of the number of IEs per cell using the new parameters of \( z \) and \( p \). The logarithm function was used to enable accounting for inputs that vary over multiple orders of magnitude. The parameter \( z \) multiplies the number of IEs measured in the yield reduction assay and accounts for the multiplicity of IUs needed to define one IE. This parameter in equation 6 captures the relaxation of the single-hit deactivation model – a single IU does not completely deactivate virus production. Rather, the deactivation effect of IUs is cumulative. The yield of virus from co-infected cells is adjusted through \( p \), which accounts for the inhibitory effect of IUs on virus yield.

The other parameters adjust amplification of virus and IEs as IEs increase. The parameter \( r' \) is a multiplier for the IUs per cell, allowing for the amplification of IU with added IUs so long as levels of IUs do not cause significant interference. Added IUs reduce IEs through the parameters \( w \) and \( s \), where \( (\cdot)_{+} \) indicates that only the positive part of the difference is used; thus \( s \) does not change the DIP yield until \( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \cdot z \) equals \( w \).

The estimated parameters for model 3 are presented in Table 1. Small doses of IEs reduce virus production and increase IE production, acting through \( p \) and \( r \), respectively. As larger doses are added the IE production also drops off at point \( w \). While model 3 defines a model for multiple-hit interference, it fails to account for the production of virus at high levels of IEs (Fig. 2c, middle panel).
Fig. 2. Models of virus and DIP production. (a) Model 1: co-infected cells amplify DIPs. Upper panel: virus-infected cell (C_V) produces only virus (V), cell infected by DIP (C_D) produces nothing, cell co-infected with DIP and virus (C_B) produces only DIPs (D). Middle panel: effect of added DIPs on virus production; data (points) vs model (solid line). Lower panel: effect of added DIPs on DIP production; data (points) vs model (dashed line). Estimated parameters are b_V (2500), b_B (20) and d_B (220). (b) Model 2: virus-infected cells generate DIPs. Upper panel: virus-infected cell (C_V) produces virus (V) and generates new DIPs (D), cell infected by DIP (C_D) produces nothing, cell co-infected with DIP and virus (C_B) produces only DIPs. Lower panel: effect of added DIPs on DIP production; data (points) vs model (dashed line). Parameters are b_V (2500), b_B (20), d_B (222) and g (680). (c) Model 3: higher DIP multiplicities cause more interference. Upper panel: virus-infected cell (C_V) produces only virus, cell infected by interfering units (C_I) produces nothing, cell co-infected with low IE and virus (C_BU) produces both V and IEs with minimal interference, and cell co-infected with high IE and virus (C_BA) produces IEs at the expense of virus production. Middle panel: effect of added IEs on virus production; data (points) vs model (solid line). Lower panel: effect of added IEs on IE production; data (points) vs model (dashed line). Parameters are b (2670), d (420), z (180), p (−880), w (290), r (30) and s (−80). (d) Model 4: IEs fail to shut down virus production completely. Upper panel: model 4 extends model 3 to account for co-infected cells with very high levels of IEs and virus (C_BH), allowing for production of virus at the expense of IEs. Lower panel: effect of added IEs on virus production; data (points) vs model (solid line). Parameters are b (2670), d (420), z (180), p (−880), w (290), r (30), s (−80) and q (0.47).
Model 4: DIPs fail to shut down virus production completely

We accounted for the recovery of virus production at high IEIs using $g$ to describe how high levels of added IEIs affect virus yields, defining a further subdivision of cells to account for $C_{BH}$, cells infected with large amounts of IUs (Fig. 2d). The model becomes:

\[ V_c = C_V \cdot b + C_B \left( b - p \cdot \log \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) \right) + q \cdot \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ IE_e = C_B \left( d + r \cdot \log \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) - s \cdot \log \left[ \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) - w \right] \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

\[ C_V = e^{-\frac{u}{\log(2)}} \cdot C_i \hspace{1cm} (8)\]
\[ C_V + C_B = C_i \hspace{1cm} (4)\]

The parameter $q$, in equation (9), is positive and it represents the recovery of virus yield at high levels of interference in $C_{BH}$ cells. Model 4 captures essential features of the dependence of added IEIs on virus production (Fig. 2d). Model 4 also retains the equations and behaviour of model 3 in its accounting for effects of added IEIs on IE production.

Model 5: IEIs are generated and amplified during serial-passage culture

To estimate the rate of IE generation we passaged virus stock at high multiplicities, a process that promotes de novo generation and amplification of IEIs to a level that could be quantified using the yield-reduction assay. As shown in Fig. 3(b, c), initial high productivities of infectious virus (p.f.u.) declined more than 100-fold within only three and five passages when m.o.i. was fixed at 100 and 10, respectively. In both cases production of IEIs that were below our detection limit in passage one became detectable and quantifiable by passage two. By passages three and four the productivities of IEIs from co-infected cells dropped about tenfold for m.o.i. of 100 and 10, respectively. Using model 4 as a foundation, we allowed for de novo generation of IEIs from virus-infected only cells ($C_V$). This model is shown in Fig. 3(a).

\[ V_c = C_V \cdot b + C_B \left( b - p \cdot \log \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) \right) + q \cdot \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ IE_e = C_B \left( d + r \cdot \log \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) - s \cdot \log \left[ \left( \frac{IE_i}{C_i} \right) - w \right] \right) + g \cdot C_V \hspace{1cm} (10)\]

\[ C_V = e^{-\frac{u}{\log(2)}} \cdot C_i \hspace{1cm} (8)\]
\[ C_V + C_B = C_i \hspace{1cm} (4)\]

Here $g$ in equation (10) accounts for generation of IEIs. Using the established parameters of model 4, and accounting for the different m.o.i. in the passage experiments, we fitted the passage data to estimate $g$ at 0.001 IE cell$^{-1}$, corresponding to 0.2 IU cell$^{-1}$. This single-parameter fit of model 5 to the passage data, shown by the lines in Fig. 3(b, c), falls within an order of magnitude of the data for m.o.i. of both 100 and 10. Table 1 summarizes the full parameter set for model 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>95 %*</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type virus burst size</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>2670</td>
<td>± 160</td>
<td>p.f.u. cell$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE burst size</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>± 10</td>
<td>IE cell$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor to describe an IE as multiple particles</td>
<td>$z$</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>± 10</td>
<td>IU IE$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield decrease of wild-type virus with additional IUs present</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>± 20</td>
<td>p.f.u. cell log(IE/$C_i$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield increase of wild-type virus at very high interference</td>
<td>$q$</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>± 0.10</td>
<td>p.f.u. IU$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut-off between high and very high interference</td>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>± 150</td>
<td>IU cell$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield increase of IE with additional IUs present</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>± 5</td>
<td>IE cell log(IE/$C_i$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield decrease of IE with additional IUs present above $w$</td>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>± 5</td>
<td>IE cell log(IE/$C_i$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE generation rate</td>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>± 0.0002</td>
<td>IE cell$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*95 % confidence intervals as determined by the bootstrapping method.

The model can account for quantitative physical measures of virus and DIP production

Khan & Lazzarini (1977) studied how DIPs can influence the production of VSV particles and DIPs, but they employed physical rather than biological measures of virus and DIPs. DIPs in the inoculum were counted by electron microscopy (Galasso, 1967), wild-type virus particles and...
DIPs were $^{3}H$uridine-labelled during growth and their relative levels were measured following fractionation by gradient centrifugation. DIP inocula ranged from 1 to 3 DIPs cell$^{-1}$ to about 100 DIPs cell$^{-1}$, causing a greater than tenfold drop in virus production and a detectable though relatively small drop in DIP production, as shown in Fig. 4. The model fit using the equations corresponding to model 3 (equations 4 and 6–8) are shown in Fig. 4 and parameters are provided in Table 2.

**DISCUSSION**

The yield-reduction assay has long served as a useful biological assay to quantify the inhibitory effects of DIPs on the production of viruses (Holland, 1987, 1990), but interpretation of its results have been primarily based on a single-hit mechanism, initially by Bellett & Cooper (1959), which assumes that one DIP in an infected cell is sufficient to inhibit completely production by the cell of progeny virus particles. This assumption, though untested, was initially useful because it enabled inhibitory effects of added DIPs on virus yield to be modelled using a Poisson distribution, ultimately allowing estimation of the DIP concentration in a sample. However, quantitative physical assays of virus and DIPs suggested DIPs caused interference by a multi-hit rather than a single-hit mechanism (Khan & Lazzarini, 1977). While the issue of single- or multi-hit mechanism remained unresolved, the single-hit mechanism was nevertheless adopted in models of DIP and virus interactions.

---

**Fig. 3.** IEs are generated and amplified during serial-passage culture (model 5). (a) Here we allowed for the generation of new IUs from cells infected with virus alone ($C_{v}$), producing both virus and new IUs. Model 5 (lines) captured the essential features of passage results of both virus and IE at a fixed m.o.i. of (b) 100 p.f.u. cell$^{-1}$ and (c) 10 p.f.u. cell$^{-1}$. Data are p.f.u. (filled symbols) and IE (open symbols) and model results are p.f.u. (solid lines) and IE (dashed lines). The parameter for IE generation was $g$ (0.001) and the other parameters remained unchanged from model 4.
growth and their population dynamics (Bangham & Kirkwood, 1990; Kirkwood & Bangham, 1994), and these models further served as a foundation for infection-interference models by others (Frank, 2000; Nelson & Perelson, 1995; Szathmary, 1992, 1993). Our experiments, together with relatively simple input–output models of virus and DI particle production, highlight limitations of interference models that allow only for single-hit mechanisms of interference and provide a foundation for the development of new multi-hit models based on quantitative data. One should note that our models, as presented here, are neither mechanistic nor predictive. Instead, their value is in the framework they provide for extracting quantitative information from experiments.

In contrast to the models of Bangham and Kirkwood, where infected cells produced either virus or DIPS, our VSV experiments provide a basis for classifying productive infections into at least four types, in each case amplifying virus and interference units to different extents. For type A infections, cells were infected with wild-type virus alone. Such infections efficiently amplified wild-type VSV, producing on average 2500 p.f.u. cell\(^{-1}\) in this study, and they produced only about 0.001 IE (infected cell\(^{-1}\)). We estimated that 190 IUs are required to achieve the extent of interference equivalent to one IE. Thus interfering particles, quantified as IUs, may be generated at approximately 0.2 IUs (infected cell\(^{-1}\)). The total productivity level for this type of infection is therefore about 10\(^3\) particles per cell, reflecting primarily infectious virus particles (p.f.u.).

For type B infections, cells were infected with both wild-type virus and interference units, but IU levels were too low to interfere detectably with virus production. This was the most productive infection with respect to total particles produced. Virus was amplified at 2670 p.f.u. cell\(^{-1}\), and interference equivalents were produced at 420 IE (or 7\(\times\)10\(^4\) IUs) cell\(^{-1}\). Our estimates for IUs are in the range observed by Holland & Villarreal (1975) for VSV DIPs, where production rates of 10\(^4\) DIPs cell\(^{-1}\) were found for low DIP input m.o.i. On a total particle (combined p.f.u. and IUs) per cell basis, this second type of infection was 100 times more productive than the first type, which lacked input IUs. We speculate that the higher particle productivities of cells may arise in part from the ability of interfering particles to prevent or delay cytopathic effects, making the establishment of persistent infections possible (Holland & Villarreal, 1974) and providing a longer period of productive synthesis. In addition, the DIP genomes are typically less than half the length of the wild-type genome (Lazzarini et al., 1981), so more copies may be made, even.

![Fig. 4. Modelling physical measures by Khan & Lazzarini (1977). Model 3 was used because the dataset is limited to the middle range of DIP m.o.i. (1–100) and data are insufficient for fitting higher DIP levels and DIP generation. Data are p.f.u. (filled diamonds) and IE (open squares) and the model results are shown as p.f.u. (solid lines) and IE (dashed lines). Parameters were b (42), d (11), z (1), p (−17.5), w (2), r (0.1) and s (−2.0).](image)

**Table 2. Model parameter values for data of Khan & Lazzarini (1977)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter description</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>95 %*</th>
<th>Units†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type virus burst size</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>±5</td>
<td>Virus(^{3})H-U cell(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIP burst size</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>±2</td>
<td>DIP(^{3})H-U cell(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor to describe an IE as multiple particles</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>IU DIP (^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield decrease of wild-type virus with additional DIPS present</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>±3</td>
<td>Virus(^{3})H-U cell(^{-1}) (\log(\frac{IU}{cell}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut-off between high and very high interference</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>IU cell(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield increase of DIP with additional DIPS present</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>±0.10</td>
<td>DIP(^{3})H-U cell(^{-1}) (\log(\frac{IU}{cell}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of yield decrease of DIP with additional DIPS present above w</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>±0.3</td>
<td>DIP(^{3})H-U cell(^{-1}) (\log(\frac{IU}{cell}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*95 % confidence intervals as determined by the bootstrapping method.
if material and time resources are fixed. Owing to a lack of obvious signs or symptoms of interference by the plaque assay, type B infections represent the least studied and most poorly understood of the different infection types.

For type C infections, cells were infected under conditions where the balance of added virus and IUs create significant interference in the production of both virus and IUs, representing the DIP-mediated interference of infection that has been most widely studied. Here, particles were amplified to 20 p.f.u. cell\(^{-1}\) and 100–200 IEs cell\(^{-1}\) (or 1.5×10\(^4\) IUs cell\(^{-1}\)). Although type C infections were about fivefold less productive than type B on a total particle basis, they were nevertheless sixfold more productive than type A, which lacked inputs of interfering particles. By comparing type B and type C infections, one sees that while interference affects the production of both viruses and IUs, it more greatly inhibits production of viruses than it does IUs. The IU production rate dropped about fivefold from 7×10\(^4\) to 1.5×10\(^4\) IU cell\(^{-1}\), while the virus rate dropped more than 100-fold from 2500 to 20 p.f.u. cell\(^{-1}\), suggesting that, under conditions of interference, the defective viral genomes are replicated preferentially over the wild-type genomes. This preferential replication never fully drives wild-type virus production to zero on a population level, though it may do so for individual cells (Sekellick & Marcus, 1982).

Type D infections occurred at the highest levels of interference where addition of interfering particles enabled production of virus particles to exhibit a small but quantifiable recovery while production of IUs dropped, an effect also observed by Sekellick & Marcus (1982). While our model required an additional parameter to account for the recovery of virus yield in type D infections, no additional parameters were needed to capture the continuing decline in production of IUs with added IUs.

By examining the magnitude of ratios of estimated model parameters, one can compare results from the physical measures of interference by Khan & Lazzarini (1977) with the biological measures of the current work, as shown in Table 3. For example, the ratio \(p/b\), which describes the relative impact an interfering particle has on the overall virus productivity, was 0.41 and 0.33 for physical and biological measures, respectively, suggesting that the DIPs from their study were more potent in their interference of virus production than the DIPs in the present study. Similarly, the ratio \((s·z)/(r·d)\) reflects the ability of available DIPs to interfere with DIP production, and the values of 1.7 and 1.2, respectively, suggest that the DIPs used by Khan & Lazzarini (1977) were also more potent in their effects on DIP production. As a third measure, the magnitude of \((d·z)/b\) reflects yields of DIP relative to virus, and the values of 0.27 and 30 for physical and biological measures, respectively, suggest that DIPs used by Khan & Lazzarini (1977) were produced at significantly lower levels relative to the interfering particles of the current work. Such model-based comparisons suggest trends that should be tested by performing physical and biological measures on the same virus and DIP samples. Finally, while the parameters have been determined for VSV infections of BHK cells, our approach and the structure of our models should provide a foundation for characterizing the generation, amplification and interfering properties of defective particles associated with other viruses.

To interpret our experiments, we have sought in each of our models to minimize the number of parameters needed to describe the phenomena. Each of our models assumes that the behaviour of each type of cell, virus or interfering particle may be described by an average behaviour. However, the genetic heterogeneity of VSV, physiological differences among host cells and the stochastic behaviour of virus–DIP–cell infections will probably contribute to broad distributions in growth phenotypes (Zhu et al., 2008). A limitation of our modelling, for example, is the estimated virus productivity of 20 p.f.u. cell\(^{-1}\) for cells that have been co-infected with high levels of interfering particles. This relatively low virus yield is a population average that neglects potentially high virus productivity from a small minority of cells that may be immune to the effects of interfering particles, which have been observed (Sekellick & Marcus, 1980). Future models of virus and DIP growth and dynamics will need to move beyond average measures and embrace the

### Table 3. Ratios of the absolute values of related parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio description</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Ratio value</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strength of interference on virus productivity</td>
<td>(p/b)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>cell: (\log \left( \frac{IU}{cell} \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength of interference on IU or DIP productivity</td>
<td>(s·z)/(r·d))</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>DIP (\frac{3H-U}{cell}) or IU (\frac{cell}{IU})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative productivity of IU or DIP to virus</td>
<td>(d·z)/b)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>DIP (\frac{3H-U}{cell}) or IU (\frac{cell}{p.f.u.})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
diversity of phenotypes that arise at the level of individual cells, virus and DI particles.

Although our models of infectious and interfering particle production have provided evidence for the existence of at least four infection types, three involving co-infections of virus and DIPS, these input–output models cannot explain mechanistically how viral and defective infections interact. Models of an RNA bacteriophage, phage Qβ, have suggested how defective genomes interfere with intracellular replication of the wild-type genomes by competing for the replication resources of the phage (Kim & Yin, 2004). For VSV, the self-regulated nucleocapsid protein may affect interactions between DIP and viral RNA templates (Blumberg & Kolakofsky, 1983). In this context, extension of recent models of VSV intracellular development (Lim et al., 2006), together with quantitative intracellular measurements, may eventually provide a better quantitative and mechanistic understanding of interference.
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